LICENSE AGREEMENT AND TERMS OF USE
for versions 2.0.8 and up

I, the Licensee or the Licensee’s agent, agree and confirm that:

- I take full, complete, and sole responsibility for my use of the Tipster® Financial Planner and Portfolio Simulator program (“Software Product”).
- I understand that the Software Product is dependent, for its behavior and calculations, on the predictable, consistent, and expected functioning of other programs – including Microsoft Excel – over which Prospercuity, LLC (“the Licensor”) has no control, and that different versions and updates of such third party programs could result in erroneous calculations or behavior.
- I understand that the Software Product, like any software product, may not work properly on every computer platform it runs, and that it may not work properly for every conceivable set of inputs.
- I understand that the Software Product is just one of many tools that – if used and understood properly – can help inform an asset allocation decision.
- I understand that the Software Product is sensitive to the inputs it models, and that it is important to thoroughly appreciate how changes to the inputs can change the outputs.
- I will rely on a variety of information sources – and not solely upon the Software Product (if at all) – to make any asset allocation and/or investment decision.
- I take full, complete, and sole responsibility for any financial, asset allocation, or investment decision I make.
- I will not use the Software Product to advise third parties unless I am professionally competent to do so.
- If I use the Software Product to advise third parties, that I (1) am competent to provide such advice, (2) will exercise reasonable prudence in the use of the Software Product to dispense any such advice, (3) will preview any Software Product-generated report I give to the third party, and (4) will indemnify Licensor from any claim any third party that I advise brings against Licensor on the basis of such advice.
- I will not attempt to unlock, decrypt, disassemble, or reverse engineer the underlying Software Product code.
- I also agree to the detailed terms below:

Read this Agreement before downloading, installing, or running the Tipster® Financial Planner and Portfolio Simulator to a computer. Your clicking the “I Agree” button, downloading, installing, and/or using this program indicates your acceptance of this Agreement. If you are not willing to accept the terms and conditions of this Agreement, you may not access, copy, install or use the spreadsheet, and you must immediately destroy any copies you have downloaded or saved.

This Agreement is between Licensee (defined below) and Prospercuity, LLC (hereinafter the “Licensor”), a limited liability corporation with an address at P.O. Box 673, Cripple Creek, Colorado 80813. In exchange for access to and/or use of the Tipster® Financial Planner and Portfolio Simulator program (“Software Product”), Licensee agrees to abide by the terms of this Agreement.
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1. **Definitions.**

   1.1 “Licensee” refers to you both individually and any business, organization or corporate entity on whose behalf you are accessing or using the Software Product. You acknowledge that you are authorized to accept these terms on behalf of any business, organization or corporate entity for whom you are accessing or using the Software Product.

   1.2 “Software Product” means the TIPSTER® Financial Planner and Portfolio Simulator program, including the incorporated macro code, and all of its supporting documentation.

   1.3 “Acceptance” means that the Licensee has accepted the terms of this Agreement and has manifested said acceptance by downloading, installing or running the Software Product.

   1.4 “Date of Acceptance” is the date on which Licensee has manifested Acceptance.

2. **Intellectual Property.** Licensee acknowledges that this Software Product is copyrighted material owned by Licensor and is protected by United States copyright law. Licensee also acknowledges that Prospercuity, TIPSTER® and “Live Smart and Prosper” are valid trademarks of Licensor. Licensee also acknowledges that a U.S. patent application is pending on the Software Product. Licensee also acknowledges that Licensor owns trade secrets in the Software Product code. Licensee acknowledges that use of the Software Product, unless pursuant to the terms of a license granted by Licensor, is an infringement of Licensor’s intellectual property rights.

3. **License.** Licensor grants to Licensee a personal, nontransferable, non-exclusive license, subject to the terms of this Agreement and Licensee’s Acceptance thereof, to use the Software Product for the limited purposes and limited time provided in this Agreement. Other than the non-exclusive, limited-duration, limited-use license granted by this Agreement, no other right, title, or interest in or to any tangible or intangible property right of Licensor is granted, and is expressly reserved by Licensor.

   3.1 **Use of Software Product.** Licensee may download, install, and use the Software Product on Licensee’s computer(s) for bona-fide journalistic purposes, academic purposes, or financial planning purposes. Use of the Software Product means specifying and modifying non-hidden, non-protected inputs on the Software Product, running Software Product macros, and reviewing the outputs generated by the Software Product. Licensee may also save the Software Product on Licensee’s computer and print out reports generated by execution of the Software Product.

   3.2 **Uses for Journalistic Purposes.** If Licensee is a bona fide journalist, Licensee may also reproduce text from the Software Product and publish screenshots and other visual reproductions of the Software Program’s inputs and outputs to accompany a bona fide journalistic article about the Software Product.

   3.3 **Term and Period of Use.** The Licensee acknowledges Licensor’s desire to preserve the opportunity to sell and/or commercialize the Software Product. Licensee’s Non-Exclusive License to use the Software Product extends through **June 30, 2010**, unless earlier terminated by Licensor. Licensor reserves the right to terminate this License immediately in the event of any breach by Licensee of any term herein and to terminate this Agreement for any
reason, effective 30 days after written notice to Licensee. Absent further written authorization from Prospercuity, Licensee agrees not to operate the Software Product after June 30, 2010. Provisions of this Agreement that by their nature express ongoing rights or obligations shall survive the expiration or termination of this License. Other than this express Agreement, no other right, title or interest in or to any tangible or intangible property right of Licensor is granted, and is expressly reserved by Licensor.

4. **Restrictions.** All uses of the Software Product not specifically allowed by this Agreement are prohibited. In exchange for the License granted herein, Licensee agrees to the following restrictions:

4.1 **No Right to Modify (Except for the Reports).** With the exception of reports generated by the Software Product – which, with the exception of the “Important Disclosures” section contained therein, a Licensee may responsibly modify – Licensee agrees not to modify the layout, formulas, functionality, source code, advertisements of the Software Product, except and only to the extent needed to resize or reposition a chart, a cell, a comment, or a spreadsheet control element to improve visibility or accessibility. Licensee will not remove any disclaimers or copyright, trademark, patent pending, patent, or other proprietary notices from the Product, or remove, replace, or modify any advertisements accompanying the Software Product.

4.2 **No Right to Distribute or Sublicense.** Licensee agrees not to distribute or sublicense the Software Product to any other party.

4.3 **No Right to Use for Commercial Purposes.** In the absence of direct written authorization, separate from this Agreement, from Licensor to Licensee, or except as expressly authorized herein, Licensee agrees not to use the Software Product for commercial purposes. Commercial purposes include, but are not limited to, using the Software Product to test, project, and evaluate the retirement needs and investment strategies of a customer, client, employee, employee of a customer or client, a potential customer, or a potential client. **Professional advisors may, however, use the “PRO” version of the Software Product to test, project, and evaluate the retirement needs and investment strategies of customers, clients, and third parties.** Also, this section shall not be construed to prevent a journalist from publishing a journalistic article in a commercial, for-profit journalistic publication that describes the Software Product.

4.4 **No Right to Create Derivative Works.** Licensee agrees not to create derivative works from the Software Product. Licensee also agrees that any derivative works, and any intellectual property embodied therein, that Licensee creates in breach of this provision shall become the sole property of Licensor.

4.5 **No Right to Use for the Purpose of Developing or Improving Competing Works.** Licensee agrees not to use, test or evaluate the Software Product for the purpose of developing, modifying, or improving a competing product. Licensee agrees that any competing works, and any intellectual property embodied therein, that Licensee creates, modifies, or improves in breach of this provision shall become the sole property of Licensor.
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4.6 **No Right to Use for Hostile Purposes.** Licensee agrees not to use, test, or evaluate the Software Product for the purpose of evaluating or preparing for litigation or any cause of action against Licensor.

5. **Severability.** If, for any reason, any provision of this Agreement is held invalid, such invalidity shall not affect the remainder of this Agreement, and this Agreement shall continue in force and effect to the full extent allowed by law.

6. **Choice of Law and Forum.** This Agreement shall be construed and controlled by the laws of the State of Colorado. Any dispute concerning or breach of the terms of this Agreement will be governed by the laws of the State of Colorado and adjudicated in the courts of Teller County, Colorado, or the U.S. District Court of Colorado.

7. **Indemnification.** Licensee agrees to release, indemnify, defend and hold Licensor and its partners, attorneys, employees, agents, and affiliates (collectively, "Affiliated Parties") harmless from and against any liability, loss, claim, damage and expense, including reasonable attorneys' fees, arising directly or indirectly from Licensee’s use of the Software Product, violation of this Agreement, or use of data derived from the Software Product. Licensee also agrees that Licensor has no duty to undertake to resolve any disputes or litigation on Licensee’s behalf involving use of the Software Product or the data produced thereby. Licensee also agrees that Licensor has no duty to indemnify Licensee against any claims of infringement, or any other claims of any nature, arising out of Licensee’s use of the Software Product.

8. **Assumption of Risk.** Licensee assumes all risks associated with use of or reliance on this Software Product to inform, evaluate or aid any investment or asset allocation decisions. Licensee understands that the projections given by the Software Product are based on mathematical models, simplifying assumptions, and Licensee-specified inputs that may not reflect reality. Licensee also understands that the Software Product, or the third party platforms on which the Software Product runs, may have errors or bugs that distort those projections.

9. **No Warranty and Disclaimers.** Licensor does not warrant that the Software Product is free from errors or omissions. It is probable that the Software Product does indeed contain errors, omissions, and flaws. Licensor does not warrant the accuracy, reliability, or real-life similarity of any of the outcomes it generates, including sustainable or expected retirement budgets, shortfall risks, or probable final estate sizes. Licensor also does not warrant the accuracy, reliability, or real-life similarity of any simulation assumptions, calculations, or mathematical models used by the Software Product. Licensor also makes no warranty that the Software Product does not infringe any third party’s intellectual property rights. By using this program you take sole responsibility for any damages resulting from your use of or reliance on the Software Product. The Software Product is provided by Licensor “AS IS”, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND TO LICENSEE OR TO ANY THIRD PARTY, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OF THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT, FITNESS FOR LICENSEE’S PURPOSES OF DEVELOPING, TESTING, EVALUATING, CHOOSING, OR IMPLEMENTING A PLAN OF SAVINGS, INVESTMENT, ASSET ALLOCATION, OR SPENDING; ACCURACY OF THE INFORMATIONAL CONTENT; NON-
INFRINGEMENT; QUIET-ENJOYMENT; AND TITLE. Licensee agrees that Licensor has no duty to correct any errors or omissions in the Software Product, even if Licensor knows or is notified of such errors. Any efforts by Licensor to modify the Software Product shall not be deemed a waiver of these limitations.

10. **Limitation of Damages.** LICENSEE FURTHER AGREES THAT LICENSOR SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OF WEALTH, LOSS OF SAVINGS, LOSS OF PROFITS, LOSS OF USE, INTERRUPTION OF BUSINESS, OR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES OF ANY KIND WHETHER UNDER CONTRACT, TORT, OR OTHERWISE, EVEN IF LICENSOR WAS ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES OR WAS GROSSLY NEGLIGENT. If liability is assessed against Licensor, Licensor’s cumulative liability to You or any other party for any loss or damages resulting from any claims, demands, actions, or otherwise arising out of or relating to this Agreement shall not exceed any payments Licensee voluntarily paid to Licensor for use of the Software Product. Some jurisdictions do not permit the exclusion or limitation of liability for consequential or incidental damages, and as such, some portion of the above limitation may not apply to Licensee. In such jurisdictions, Licensor’s liability is limited to the greatest extent permitted by law.

11. **Entire Agreement.** This Agreement supercedes any and all other agreements, either oral or in writing, between the parties with respect to the matters stated herein, and this Agreement contains all of the covenants and agreements between the parties with respect thereto. This Agreement may be amended or modified only in writing, and shall be effective only after affixation of the signature of Licensor’s Manager.

12. **Knowing Consent and Authority to Consent.** The parties knowingly and expressly consent to the foregoing terms and conditions. Each party is authorized to enter into this Agreement on behalf of its respective party.